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Now featuring new instructions, new illustrations, and new information, The Principles of Knitting—beloved by knitters
everywhere and one of the most requested out-of-print books for years—finally gets the revision that fans have been
clamoring for! A treasured guide beloved by knitters everywhere, the classic book The Principles of Knitting is finally
available again in a fully revised and updated edition. This is the definitive book on knitting techniques, with valuable
information for everyone from beginners to experienced knitters. June Hiatt presents not only a thorough, thoughtful
approach to the craft, but also a passion for carrying on the art of knitting to future generations. She has repeatedly
tested the various techniques and presents them with clear, easy-to-follow instructions—as well as an explanation of what
each one can contribute to your knitting. Informed by decades of experience and thousands of hours of practice, this
comprehensive resource offers a variety of ways to approach every skill and technique and offers solutions that can help
solve the most challenging aspects of any knitting project. The Principles of Knitting has been totally rewritten—new
instructions, new illustrations, and new information. While the basics of knitting have not changed much, June’s
understanding of the material has deepened over the last twenty-five years, and she’s eager to share what she has
learned with the knitting world. In addition, the book has been reorganized to make it easier to use and has a gorgeous
new design. Reading The Principles of Knitting is like having a knitting mentor by your side who can answer any knitting
question you have in an honest, intelligent, informed manner.
“You'll be coming back time and time again to knit these sweet and simple projects.” Review of Knitted Animal Socks,
Mitts, and Scarves, Knitting magazine Cover your head and feet in animal fun with these 35 knitting patterns, including
hats for all ages, and simple stretchy socks for everyone from babies to adults. Combine your love of knitting with your
love of animals and make these stylish accessories featuring your favourite creatures. This new collection of knitting
patterns for socks and hats covers you top to toe in amazing designs by Fiona Goble. There are patterns for babies,
toddlers, and children, including teddy bear booties, unicorn socks and even a pug dog hat, but there are also plenty of
makes for teens and adults too, including reindeer socks, and a llama hat. The sock patterns are designed to be simple
and straightforward, while the hats will fit many sizes. Whether you prefer cuddly cats or colourful cockatiels, fluffy foxes
or perky piglets, you will find something here to suit you.
INTRODUCTIONCrocheting is the art which you can use to create almost all types of fabrics. Making bigger items is time
taking while making smaller items are easy and less time consuming. You may think that making an afghan is time taking
as Afghans are not small items, but the fact is when you make use of certain techniques and specific patterns, you can
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actually finish an afghan in 24 hours. Here I have provided three extraordinary patterns which you can finish in a day
when you follow the instructions properly.WHY SHOULD PEOPLE BUY THIS BOOK?When you decide to buy a book in
craft instructions, there are several factors to check. This particular book has been designed in such way that people
interested in crocheting will be unable to resist having a copy for them. Here are the basic things which make this book
one of the top in the best seller list:1.This one is designed to enable you to make the afghan in a day.2.The directions
provided here are so detailed that you do not need to storm your brain about any step.3.The instructions are not
abbreviated.4.The stitch counts mentioned here are the exact figures.5.Instructions for special stitches have been
provided to make your work easy.Books in World Crafts Series: Book #1: Welcome to the World of CROCHETBook #2:
Decorate your home with the CROCHET CRAFTSBook #3: PLAYTHINGS MADE WITH CROCHET: MAKE KIDS
HAPPYBook #4: Unique Crafted Item to Make Your HOME ATTRACTIVEBook #5: WARM AND COZY QUILTS: LEARN
THE ART OF EASY QUILT MAKINGBook #6: HAT SPECIAL: AMAZING CROCHETED HATS TO MAKE YOUR SIDEBUSINESS SUCCESSFULBook #7: 24 Hour Afghan Special: Easy Crocheted AfghansBook #8: KNIT IN A DAY: THE
KNITTED ITEMS FOR THE BEGINNERSBook #9: TRASH TO TREASURE: LEARN THE CRAFT ITEMS WHICH CAN
BE MADE OUT OF TRASHBook #10: CROCHET HOOKS WILL EARN FOR YOU: MAKE THE CROCHET ITEMS
WHICH YOU CAN SELL EASILYPlease search by Author Name "Leann Houston" Thanks.
Knit yourself into the Christmas spirit with 26 ... mini Christmas projects from bestselling designer Sue Stratford. Create
your very own knitted nativity, with Mary and Joseph, Baby Jesus, and the Little Donkey, or a show-stopping Santa's
sleigh complete with all eight reindeer! There are also Christmas accessories to decorate your home ... These cute,
pocket-sized knits are quick and easy to make, as well as a great way of using up leftover yarn. Whether a novice or an
advanced knitter, you will find everything you need to get started, with step-by-step photography and instructions for
sewing together and making up the finished projects"--Publisher's description.
"This charming book is all about cute, easy knits with a vintage feel. It includes knitting patterns for six different animal
toys--a rabbit, a kitten, a mouse, a puppy, a panda and a monkey, each approx. 8 inches (20cm) high, and all easy and
quick to knit. Each will be accompanied by a mini knitted version of itself that can be stored away in the little shoulder bag
or backpack that each toy carries. There is also a wide range of patterns for the bags and outfits in which to dress the
knitted toys. These will be a variety of knitted and simple hand-sewn garments, all one size, and all designed to fit every
animal. The hand-sewn clothes are very simple and do not require a sewing machine. Careful instructions and full-size
templates are provided, and there is a wide selection of knitted garments for those who do not want to
sew."--Amazon.com.
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Knitting toys is an addictive hobby and you are sure to be charmed by the gorgeous collection of handmade bears in
Easy Teddies to Knit. Only basic knitting skills and materials are needed to create patterns for the gorgeous knitted teddy
bears, ranging in height from 8-16 inches, and a full range of costumes and outfits. Which one will you choose to make
first? Princess bear, pirate bear, ballerina bear, fisherman bear, cowboy bear or golfer bear? And for special occasions,
graduation bear, newborn baby bear and first birthday bear make perfect gifts. The instructions are easy to follow and
there are clear diagrams showing how to sew up, thread joints, and create the perfect ted. They are quick to make and
many of the projects can be knitted up from oddments of yarn that you have in your stash. Easy Teddies to Knit is part of
the brand new Make Me! series - a collection of books packed with easy and beautiful craft projects.
Shows young crafters how to make easy knitted pieces using only their fingers and a bit of yarn. Clear and simple stepby-step lessons walk them through a series of projects, ranging from simple knitted hair ties and head bands to braided
scarves and caps
A guide to crafting knitted gifts, including scarves, sweaters, socks, and mittens, from master knitter and bestselling
author Wendy Bernard An exciting book from Wendy Bernard, Knitted Gifts for All Seasons is packed with 30 new
garments and accessories. Projects are organized by season and range from cozy slippers, mittens, and a pom-pom
wreath to Fair Isle yoke-neck sweaters for the whole family. Embracing the full calendar year and a wide spectrum of
reasons to gift knits, each project captures the season’s essence through color scheme and project type, resulting in a
well-rounded and unique book. Some patterns include simple non-knitting embellishments like embroidery, needle-felting,
and crocheted edging options, offering additional appeal to makers. Bernard has a keen understanding of today’s knitter
and understands the desire to “make any project your own,” and in turn, provides numerous ways to customize and
personalize. Knitted Gifts for All Seasons is sure to be a book readers return to again and again for ideas, and to gift from
continuously.
From the author of the incredibly original Knitting Mochimochi comes a delightful collection of supersized, quick-and-easy
knitted toy creations sure to please knitters of all ages. Bigger sometimes does mean better. In Teeny-Tiny Mochimochi
Anna Hrachovec charmed knitters with her adorable miniature Mochimochi Land creatures. In Huge + Huggable
Mochimochi she gives us knitted toys with even more to love. With 20 large-scale projects, from a massive monster truck
to a pirate pillow pal and a super-cute bag buddy that converts from knapsack to shoulder bag, these playful knits make
wonderful gifts and whimsical decorations. Anna also explains how to size the projects up or down so the knitter can
customize each piece as desired.
Have you had an interest in learning to knit, but didn't know where to get started? Have you been intimidated by the
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complicated patterns of difficult projects? Have you wanted to start with a small project that did not require a large
financial investment of purchasing knitting needles, several balls of yarn and pattern books? Would you like to get started
with a small project of something useful and practical? Are you looking for new patterns for knitted dishcloths? If you
answered "yes" to any of these questions, this book is for you! In this book, you will find: a review of the main knitting
stitches and materials used for knitted dishcloths, for new knitters a description of the abbreviations for knitting stitches
commonly used a variety of patterns for completed dishcloths beginning with the most basic of knitting stitches at the
beginner level allowing you to work up to intermediate patterns PLUS accompanying photo images of each dishcloth to
allow you to see the results. Are you ready to get started? Browse through the patterns and dependent upon your skill
level, choose a pattern, get your knitting needles and your yarn and you are ready to go!"
A dishcloth or dish rag is used in the kitchen to clean dishes and surfaces. Dishcloths are typically made of cotton or
other cloth, such as microfiber, and measure 11" to 13" inches square. Generally, we're not knitters. So let's get one thing
straight outta the gates. But, learning to knit basic pieces - like this dishcloth - is a skill worth learning. So we learned it,
and we're glad we did. The good news is, you can learn it too, I promise it's easy. To begin with, all you need is a pair of
knitting needles, a skein of cotton yarn, a simple pattern, and a darning or yarn needle. Also, we'll hold your hand through
the process and help you along using the same simple resources we used to learn. Have you been intimidated by the
complicated patterns of difficult projects? Have you wanted to start with a small project that did not require a large
financial investment of purchasing knitting needles, several balls of yarn, and pattern books? Would you like to get
started with a small project of something useful and practical? Are you looking for new patterns for knitted dishcloths? If
you answered "yes" to any of these questions, this book is for you! In this book, you will find: -a review of the main
knitting stitches and materials used for knitted dishcloths, for new knitters -a description of the abbreviations for knitting
stitches commonly used -a variety of patterns for completed dishcloths beginning with the most basic of knitting stitches
at the beginner level allowing you to work up to intermediate patterns -PLUS accompanying photo images of each
dishcloth to allow you to see the results. Buy this book now.
Crocheting takes on a new dimension in this fun and creative collection of 30 stunning yet easy-to-make necklaces,
earrings, and bracelets--all made using wire. Those new to crochet will get all the basics of crocheting, including finishing
off, adding new wire, and planning projects--with plenty of illustrations throughout for guidance. There is also a discussion
of which crochet hooks to use, and how to choose the right wire gauge to suit any project. Most of the projects are
simple, requiring single crochet, half-double crochet, and double crochet in the same basic patterns used in yarn crochet.
Beaders will delight over a new way to play with beads, and seasoned crocheters will relish this fresh, innovative
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approach to a time-honored, favorite technique.
Welcome to the wonderfully weird world of Donna Wilson, where you can meet some of the strangest creatures on the
planet. Meet Beryl the Dog who loves ham and eggs, but has a fear of fluffy slippers, Bunny Blue the friendly but forgetful
rabbit with a passion for cotton candy, Charlie the cheese-loving monkey, or Harry Hairy Head with his penchant for roller
discos and cherry cola. These unique toys are so much fun, and fantastically easy to make using the clear instructions
and simple patterns. With 35 new friends to make, you'll have your own kooky collection in no time. Also included are
brilliant ideas for sets to put your odd-bods in and create your own magical world. *Create your own family of knitted oddbods with just a few simple stitches. *Visit Donna's family at www.donnawilson.com. *Choose from 35 easy-to-follow
knitting patterns to create your own quirky family of strange yet lovable odd-bods.
Fiona Goble learnt to knit as a child, but she knows what it's like to be starting out—you have the yarn, you've bought the
needles, but when you look at a knitting pattern, it all seems like gobbledygook. "Learn to Knit" will help you learn the
basic stitches and how to read a pattern, as well as some simple techniques such as casting on and binding off, and
increasing and decreasing. But once you've tried those, you'll want to actually make something. To make that simple,
Fiona Goble has gathered together 25 great projects for you to try, all using only the stitches and techniques that you
have just learned about. There are chunky scarves and cowls that knit up really quickly using big needles, beanies and
bobble hats that can be made in a weekend, and bunting and a pillow cover that even a novice can knit in no time. So put
those new skills to use and create a whole range of fantastic things to wear or for the home—once you start knitting, you
won't want to stop.
This book starts with easy finger knitting basics and techniques, then offers finger knitting projects galore. In addition to
yarn, projects also feature paracord, ribbon, jute, and leather.Make colorful necklaces, fuzzy bracelets, a chic headband,
and a cool beanie. Decorate rooms and the outdoors with finger knitted pillows, festive garlands, and a bright wreath. Get
practical and create a laundry line, a bungee bauble for a backpack, and a key ring.The book includes complete step-bystep instructions that will make learning new skills fun. Tips and extra ideas are sure to spark creativity and promote
success. Turn knitted blossoms into coasters, or use alternate materials for a variety of effects.
A latest entry in the crafter's series that includes Knit Your Own Zoo provides 15 patterns for such domestic pets as a
hamster, goldfish and bearded dragon. Reprint.
This vintage book contains a complete guide to making a gloves, with detailed directions for using leather, employing
patterns, cutting, stitching, and everything else one might need to know. With simple instructions and a wealth of useful
tips, this timeless handbook will be of considerable utility to readers wishing to make their own gloves. Contents include:
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“The Choice of Leathers”, “Patterns and How to Adapt Them”, “Making Up”, “Fur-Backed Gloves”, “Polish Slippers”,
“Gloves in Wool, Worked Sideways”, “Gloves for Every Occasion”, “For Good Sports!”, “For Little Ones!”,
“Abbreviations and Terms Used in Knitting and Crocheting”, etc. Many vintage books such as this are becoming
increasingly scarce and expensive. We are republishing this volume now in an affordable, high-quality edition complete
with a specially commissioned new introduction on sewing gloves.
Freeze & Easy teaches you how to make the most of your freezer to save time and money. By cooking in bulk and
freezing gluts, you can cut down on the cost of your ingredients and the time you spend in your kitchen. Packed with 100
delicious recipes, including Lentil and venison sausage stew, Thai coconut fish curry, Garlicky stilton and dauphinoise,
Pear, saffron and ginger tarte tatin, Easy spiced banana and apricot bread and Peach and mascarpone crumble cake.
Freeze & Easy features all the basic recipes a busy cook needs. Every recipe features health and safety advice on
freezing, defrosting and reheating, and there are at-a-glance charts of ingredients to show which ones can be frozen and
for how long. This new digital edition allows the reader to navigate, bookmark, and search the content quickly, as well as
provide useful links between recipes.
Knit scarves are the hottest new fashion accessory! Answering the demand for new scarf, poncho and shawl ideas, this new book provides
35 fun, contemporary projects knitters can create quickly and easily, many featuring popular novelty yarns. Knit Ponchos, Wraps & Scarves
explores various techniques for knitting, ranging from cables with color work to embellishing with beads and embroidery. Each section
features a number of progressive projects ranging from beginner, to intermediate, to expert. This book offers something for every knitter and
gives beginners a chance to improve their skills as they undertake each new project! • 35 contemporary, easy-to-follow projects for knitted
scarves, ponchos and shawls • Teaches various knitting techniques, including color work and embellishments • Projects range from beginner
to expert
Everything you need to know to create 35 fantastic knitted projects using a crochet hook. Get Knooking also includes a free bamboo knooking
hook (size 4mm) and a cord so you can start right away. A great introduction to the new trend in yarn craft, Get Knooking is perfect for
beginners, as well as crocheters who want to expand their skills. You’ll have fun with this innovative method for knitting using a specially
adapted crochet hook, and will soon be on your way to making Laura Strutt’s amazing designs for items to wear, gifts and home decorations.
Start small with a zipped purse, a headband and armwarmers, then move on to a block-colour cushion, a nautical rope-handle bag and
knitted storage boxes. For something a bit more challenging, try making an on-trend kimono cardigan, a rainbow throw, or a dip-dye effect
shawl. There is a comprehensive techniques section with detailed step-by-step illustrations so you have everything you need to begin.
A new and growing trend in home knitting, mug hugs are the most stylish way to keep drinks hot. Knitters will find 20 quick and easy mug
hugs patterns to choose from and 20 alternative colorways?ranging in style from traditional and contemporary to cute and homely. All the
designs can be easily adapted to match home style or color scheme or to complement a favorite set of coffee cups. Quick and easy to make,
these mug hugs can be knitted in an hour or two from scraps and oddments of wool, making them suitable for knitters of all abilities and ideal
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for gift giving.
Knitting & Wire Combine to Create 25 Gloriously Original Pieces! Distinguished by their fine gauge and delicate beauty, the 25 projects in this
book take jewelry-making to fresh and unexpected places. Using knitting to transform cold, hard wire into a moldable, organic fabric,
Samantha Lopez creates sophisticated, one-of-a-kind pieces that defy definition. Despite the complex appearance of some of the designs
inside, every piece is born from the unconventional and artful combination of very basic techniques, all of which are illustrated in easy-tofollow sequences. So whether you have experience in knitting, jewelry-making or neither, you can create these projects with great success
and minimal tools and materials. You'll find a thrilling range of styles inside: delicate and ultra-feminine, rugged and industrial, vintageinspired, classic and modern. Create each project as-is, or factor in your own original interpretations, for results sure to WOW! Everything you
need to create wearable sculptures! • Step-by-step demonstrations of all the basic techniques needed to complete the projects: knitting,
stitches, simple increases and decreases, stringing beads and more. • 25 projects -rings, earrings, bracelets, necklaces - in a breathtaking
range of styles. • Striking ways to incorporate other materials, including sheet metal, gemstones, silk, velvet and patinas for additional texture
opportunities. • A simple wire-wrapping process for stronger, more wearable pieces.
(package back panel) KNIT ONE, PURL ONE The perfect introduction to making knitted toys--from basic techniques to complete projects
With a manual of basic techniques and five knitted toys to make, you'll be an expert in no time. The knitting box includes everything you need
to make the rabbit and his hat and scarf, and the instructions and step-by-steps are clearly presented so that you'll be sure to succeed. Yarn,
knitting needles, and stuffing included to make the rabbit Simple accessories for each knitted toy Easy to follow step-by-steps Including
everything you need to make me! Instructions to make five soft toys!
Over 25 quick and simple knitting patterns, brought to you by the team at Prima magazine. You will learn all the knitting techniques you need
to make gorgeous gifts for yourself and your home, or to give as gifts to friends and family. The knitting patterns include designs for knitted
cushions, mittens and hats, as well as bunting, knitted hearts, knitted iPad covers and more, and all are quick and easy to make with detailed
step by step instructions. Pick up those needles and get stitching today with The Prima Book of Crafts: Knitting!
Your get-started guide to knitting The advice you need to begin a new hobby! Understand knitting basics with this easy-to-follow guide! From
casting on and off to performing beginning stitches, this guide helps you discover the joys of knitting and create hand-knit items for family and
friends. Discover how to Select the right tools and yarns Combine knit and purl stitches Make simple projects
Get the look of intricate, beaded wirework, simply by stitching! Nealay Patel introduces over 30 fun, innovative designs, each stitched on a
shining frame of knitted wire. This beautiful knitted wire cord is the perfect backdrop for easy beadwoven designs, and jewelry makers can
choose from a wide range of colors, sizes, and looks. Nealay’s easy-to-follow photos and illustrations guide jewelry makers through each
step as they make gorgeous necklaces, pendants, bracelets, and earrings.
This is a fun & fact-filled book that dino-obsessed children and grown-ups alike will love. It features many different dinosaur patterns, from
Stegasaurus to Triceratops. It includes a techniques section that covers everything new knitters need to know - so suitable for all abilities. Do
you know your Stegosaurus from your Brachiosaurus, or a Diplodocus from a Triceratops? If not, then this fun and fact-filled book of
prehistoric projects is a must-have. All dino-obsessed children and grown-ups alike will love these quirky knitted toys and with 15 different
patterns to choose from there is no excuse not to get knitting. New knitters need not worry, as there is a techniques section that covers all the
basics you'll need to know. Gallery pages show off the dinosaurs from every angle so you can get up close and personal with these
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prehistoric creatures.
Treat your feet with this inspiring selection of 10 fun and practical toe-warmers. A hand-knitted sock is a pleasure to own and will always
outlive its commercially produced poor relation. Make them for yourself or as a unique gift for a treasured friend. If you have mastered the
basics of knitting and are ready for a new challenge, you'll find these socks for all ages and occasions fun and easy to make; every project is
accompanied by clear instructions describing how to achieve perfect results. In addition, a techniques section explains all the essential skills,
including how to turn heels and knit in the round. Quick to knit, these designs are an ideal way of using up oddments of yarn and make
perfect portable projects for knitters on the go.
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